Surface reconstruction has long been targeted at scan data. With the rise of multi-view acquisition, existing surface reconstruction techniques often turn out to be ill adapted to the highly irregular sampling and multilayered aspect of such data. In this paper, a novel surface reconstruction technique is developed to address these new challenges by means of an advancing front guided by a sphere packing methodology. The method is fairly simple and can efficiently triangulate point clouds into high quality meshes. The substantiated experimental results demonstrate the robustness and the generality of the proposed method.
Introduction
Reconstructing a surface from a point cloud is a well studied problem in geometry processing [1, 2, 3] . Historically, these methods have been tailored for range scan data. The rapid development of technologies for point cloud acquisition raises new challenges as the point data obtained by different approaches exhibit distinct properties in terms of density, accuracy, distribution, and so forth. Moreover, additional post-processing operations such as mesh smoothing [4, 5] , remeshing [6, 7] and mesh simplification [8] are often necessary to refine the reconstructed surfaces and make them exploitable in practice. Therefore, it is still challenging to design an all-purpose surface reconstruction algorithm.
In this paper, a novel method for surface reconstruction is presented with special attention to point clouds generated by multi-view stereo reconstruction. An ideal surface reconstruction algorithm is characterized by several properties such as robustness to noise, low computational cost, and high quality of resulting meshes. However, these attributes are often hard to combine within a single approach. In fact, many existing methods generally suffer from some limitations. As discussed in the literature survey on surface reconstruction [9], for instance, classical Delaunay-based methods [3,10] cannot directly handle noisy data, implicit surface methods [1, 2] inevitably create skinny triangles, and the efficiency of learning based methods remains a significant problem.
Awareness of the particular aspects of multi-view data has prompted recent interest in filling the gap left by classical geometry reconstruction methods. For instance [11] relies on a combination of restricted Voronoi diagrams and depth maps, whereas methods such as [12] recast the reconstruction problem as the recovery of a visibility consistent surface from an initial Delaunay triangulation. This problem is addressed as finding a minimum s-t cut over an adaptive domain. Although these approaches can achieve highly accurate results the algorithms are rather intricate and time consuming.
The method proposed in this paper operates locally by means of an advancing front strategy guided by a global criterion based on sphere packing. Sphere packing is well known to approximate Voronoi diagram commonly used for producing high quality meshes [13] . In this way, robustness to noise in the input data and efficiency are achieved while keeping algorithmic approach simple. Noticeably, the method uses only points from the original point cloud as the vertices of the resulting mesh (subject to small perturbation possibly). This feature can benefit several applications such as tracking in computer vision and photogrammetry as it reduces the additional re-projection errors across frames. The proposed approach is evaluated both on multi-view stereo and scan data. The results also demonstrate the efficiency and the robustness of the proposed approach.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: previous work on sphere packing and advancing front are reviewed in Section 2. The reconstruction algorithm is presented in detail in Section 3, and experimental results are discussed in Section 4.
Related Work
To keep this exposition succinct, we will restrict ourselves to the literature related to the methods underlying our approach, namely sphere packing and advancing front. For an extensive review of classical surface reconstruction techniques the reader is referred to [14, 9] .
Sphere Packing
Sphere packing is a classical problem in geometry. It seeks an arrangement of non-overlapping spheres in a given metric space [15] . Sphere packing has been used to generate meshes for finite element analysis under the bubble mesh analogy [13] . The basic idea of the bubble mesh algorithm in [13] consists of packing spheres tightly within a predefined domain. In general, the pattern of the tightly packed spheres mimics a Voronoi diagram and thus the generated triangulation can be regarded as an approximation of a Delaunay triangulation. This property results in well-shaped triangular meshes whose elements are approximately equilateral, which can benefit many applications especially finite element analysis [16] . Sphere packing importance has been also recognized in the context architectural freeform designs where it is used to generate the so called circle packing meshes [17] . A circle packing mesh is a triangular mesh approximating an arbitrary freeform shape. The incircles of triangles in the mesh form a circle packing and the associated orthogonal spheres centering in vertices form a
